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Letter From the Editors: 
The theme for our inaugural issue is Proprioception. We at Glowworm have been thinking a lot                
about the “extra-sensory” this summer, about the things beyond the ordinary that anchor us, help               
us to form our sense of self in turbulent times. It’s reassuring to know that we don’t lose                  
ourselves even when our eyes are closed and humbling to know that we lack that sense for                 
anyone else, regardless of how close. The notion of “phantom limbs,” a sensation that is directly                
connected to the sense of proprioception, the most personal kind of nostalgia, feels particularly              
relevant in this summer of many ends and beginnings, when we are celebrating reunions of one                
sort and separations of another. Proprioception may not be one of the five main senses with                
which we investigate the world, but it is the compass we set our course to when others fail.  

From the time that this magazine was a little larva of an idea to its present bursting from                  
the chrysalis, there are a number of people who helped things along. Thanks to our guest reader                 
Manisha Banga and also to Joshua Small for providing feedback on submissions. Thanks to the               
Rare Books and Special Collections at the University of British Columbia for their help securing               
our lovely cover photo from the Wallace B Chung and Madeline H Chung Collection. In the                
1950s, the Chungs were among the first Chinese-Canadians to pursue careers in medicine. They              
were prodigious travelers, generous philanthropists, and wonderful collectors of ephemera. This           
piece, gloriously colorized for the first time ever by redditor EscapeVelocity42 for our issue,              
exemplifies the joyful exuberance that we let guide our aesthetics everyday.  

We received submissions as far away as Scotland, LA to North Carolina and every state               
in between, from chefs and professors, doctors, and even former NBA basketball player. We              
received translations, short stories, essays personal and fantastic. The variety and breadth of the              
works we chose represents the richness of our literary community: an epitaph for a queen               
mother, a domestic mélange à trois, a gutsy prayer, a poem about the anxieties of house plants, a                  
love poet, musician, and an essayist equal parts Hannah Gadsby and Anne Carson. These writers               
are lyrical, experimental, and deeply compassionate.  

We hope you enjoy the first issue of Glowworm. 
-- GW  
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Jerome Robbins Dance Division, The New York Public Library. "Social dancing in cartoons and 
caricatures." The New York Public Library Digital Collections . 1800 - 1931. 
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The More Weight the Purse, the More Clout the Woman.  
COLLEEN MICHAELS 

  
When the sisters in a family of this currency die, 
they will submit their purses as evidence. 
They have hooked them on their forearms, these Queen Mothers 
of Foxwoods Casino and the Ocean State Job Lot, 
rested them on the backs of chairs around kitchen tables,  
rooted in them—2-for-1 coupons, a kid’s prescription, lucky coins, 
receipts tucked in wallets, change and tobacco buried in the bottom— 
For the bragging rights as brides and babies 
free fall from photos in plastic strips. It’s not a money thing. 
At Cathy’s wake, the first of the sisters to die, 
the purses on the laps of the receiving line are 
plumped with tissues and extra prayer cards.  
Everyone knew Cathy’s purse to be light in life, 
just a comb and a Saint Anthony medal lost in the lining, 
her money found after the wake tucked in baking soda in the fridge.  
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Triaphilia 
SARA DALLMAYR 

  
It is possible to eat peas with a rubber spatula. 
If they don’t roll off everything will taste like rubber. 
This is the connective tissue of our turmoil. 
  
Perched between belief and circumstance, 
a pea on the prong of a needle, 
one stroke of flesh, looking for its partner. 
  
When I breathe, I wedge myself in the membrane between 
three bubbles. How they crawl toward each other along 
the water’s surface, the way you once crawled to me, 
  
all knees and dimples, face abrupt with joy. 
A beam of light from an invisible line 
distracts us now, but you are still here. 
  
In haste we made a decision which team to root for. 
Neither, and both, a hand sliding out of the water 
in a glove made of suds. The prickle of a stare 
  
near rupture or rapture, I never could tell which, 
only guessing by the way my heart fell shut 
or slammed open by an unendurable breeze. 
  
One and two, we both understood that truth. 
Then the magnificence of three, a triangular dialogue 
lengthening outward toward the isoscelean horizon.  
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absolute scales: renal 
LILY KOSMICKI 

  
i grow some extra limbs 
to hold all of god: 
the blindfolded sun 
is glowing, wrought, tumbling 
my unwashed hands hold 
what i touched today 
  
i write a moonbeam plot 
that spills across a lake 
and sheds a soft yellow 
filter, a black horse 
threw me in, singing, 
but swimming, i was okay 
  
low and soon, distended yearlings always follow behind me on four knobby legs 
they were just born in declensions of snakeskin goosebumps and aria nettles, 
unsound does not mean quiet,left/right, north/south are subjective, volume/pressure regulate, 
everpresent horses full of flattery, fluid flattened, corpuscles and small bodies spurting out 
rippling calibrations of the ultimate deterministic harmony: fixed deliverance mementos  
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Climax View Co. John Paul Getty Museum Collections. 1870s. 
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impermanence perched 
AVI-YONA ISRAEL 

 
do you ever have those days? 
where the wide sharp black white red 
jaws of tomorrow breathe – hot 
on the back of your thin wet neck, pebbles 
sliding softly SWIFTLY away at the back of your heels 
as you stretch your arms forward mouth 
open and grasping for more sticky air, all because 
well — 
all because you’re having a lovely day 
that must cost a fortune, but no one 
has asked for your two cents 
and oracles are a drag 
how can I bloom so big under the care 
of lovely tender without the motorized heat 
of fear that one day you won’t wake to water me 
or I’ll be too weak to drink it in 
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orange/blue morning 
CORY STEEL-O’MEARA 

  
Grawlix; one kilohertz sound wave, 
bleeps of impulse, shouldn’t but 
(loose-tongued) I must— 
  
Testify. This road of your memory, 
the parchment of your past; 
will travel on & on 
  
Over the orange/blue morning, 
through the heralding sun, 
beyond your little point of folly; 
  
it will go on & on— 
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It Folds Like Paper 
 
 
Extraneous form, depth falls into my arms,  
& the hallway snowballs, it folds like paper. 
  
Order of shut doors: slam/slam/slam/slam/ 
every lie a trial, getting closer, the sound— 
  
Of metal on asphalt, a wall-deafened blow;  
the spine rolls match head skin, my fear— 
  
The middle age aches to see what changed,  
erosion of old bone, vertebrae-banks lock— 
  
White whale above the water net. You siren  
sit on carbuncle stone, a lyric of the rivulet, 
  
“Course of time, take me as I am:  
the second past/the aforementioned.” 
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Translucent Blues 
DOUGLAS PAYNE 

 
I process my pain through an inkjet printer and pain whirrs 
like the heat of a shiv tucked under spleen: the last 
lamentable death worship acceptable to Americans 
is my unraveled body on the news. 
My death would get 5.6 million views and my name 
would be on the lips of your favorite meteorologist. 
In truth, I'm confused. I keep hearing songs in my head 
that aren't playing. The radio’s on fire and the faucet 
runs all night, it quavers and sings when I go to turn it off. 
There’s a ghost in my teapot, a dead uncle, or a girl 
I have never met that I often dream. We laugh until 
God's eyes open to us, we cut through a wheat field. 
The sun catches in her body, her skin a prism. 
Her body immaterial, thin as bridal veil: 
her dress catches fire like a dog tastes rain. 
She is a dream stitched behind my right eyelid. 
I hope she is reading this, and that you are reading this, 
and Hannah, and Walter who taught me chess at breaks 
in school, and those who hate me, O Lord, and all the saints. 
All you in town today, dress down around me for a mosh pit. 
The sidewalk seizes under my feet, earth chews at my guts. 
I want everyone in the world to dance around me as I move 
across the street, dizzied by the lamplight on Kyrene’s corner. 
I need to meditate, smoke a cigarette so I don't scratch off all my skin. 
Goodnight. I’ll be fine. I'll rise in the morning to pray, to forgive myself 
as I forgive frailty and my bad health, amidst the ghosts 
in the air that sing “I know you so well.” 
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Starved Painter Blues 
 
Her face on canvas, white as full moon, 
stain, but the space of her 
moaning mouth is too much -- 
nihil nihil nihil coo like a lamb dying in the oven. 
Space too much the shadow she would find 
appearing beneath the band of her tapered jeans. 
A shining wave of curls, brightest 
yellow I could find, mouth dead red 
cherubim piled up against skyline, 
charcoal dust lifted from her mouth, its earthy adhesive: 
I breathed blush into the edges of her grins, defined the shade 
of temples, dented dimples, freckles ghostly on her chin. 
She was a boxcutter ghosting across my wrist last winter, 
She is a wisp of smoke I palmed as I blinked small 
shadows, brown bird shadows as retinal flashes. 
The snap of jackals of leaves threshed -- 
I paint brown birds on picture molding: 
bones and beaks smashed to nihil 
but they dance and plume, coo nihil. 
I paint brown birds into white corners, 
sun eclipsed by her face, its lure. 
Tonight her shoes will buckle, 
her dolls will starve to death: 
she bites into pomegranates, ice: 
the taste of unlocked doors.  
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“Dress Parade/Holiday party down the Beach.” W.N. Tuttle. John Paul Getty Museum            
Collections. 1870-1880.  
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Tell Me Where It Hurts: On Suffering and Creativity 
NIKA CAVAT 

 
Tamed, madness preserves all the appearances of its reign, it now takes part in the measures of                 
reason and in the labor of truth. It plays on the surface of things and in the glitter of daylight,                    
over all the workings of appearances, over the ambiguity of reality and illusion, over all that                
indeterminate web…which both unites and separates truth and appearance. 

- Michel Foucault 
 

Sickness implies a contraction of life, but such contractions do not have to occur. Nearly all of                 
my patients, so it seems to me, whatever their problems, reach out to life – and not only despite                   
their conditions, but often because of them, and even with their aid. 

- Dr. Oliver Sacks 
 
The study of creativity as it relates to physical andmental illness as a whole phenomenon               
illuminates how artists and writers cope with and master their own suffering. The troubling              
landscape of physical and mental illness offers the artist an impetus to create, but at what price?                 
Such creativity provides a playing field, a blank canvas, an open space in which to work out pain                  
and suffering. But beware! The image of the long-suffering, slightly loony artist has become so               
romanticized that it’s difficult ferreting out the truth from the romantic image. One cannot              
examine creative imagination without some grasp on the conditions under which the artist             
creates, so by looking at both the scientific and the humanistic approach we find the key to                 
unlocking the relationship between creative imagination and pain.  

Undeniably, those who succumb to mental illness are amongst the most troubled            
individuals in society, but if there comes from such suffering an epiphany that resonates for               
others, acceptance of both the good and the bad is in order. Kay Redfield Jamison in Touched                 
With Fire: Manic-Depressive Illness and the Artistic Temperament, an exhaustive series of            
studies of poets, composers, and writers, emphasizes that the mild or even psychotically manic              
stages of manic-depressive illness give birth to powerful art – while the final stages emerge when                
the artist is normal again. In this way, the kinetic play between ideas in the mind of the                  
manic-depressive can lend the art its unbridled power. French composer, Hector 
Berlioz describes his depression thus: 

It is difficult to put into words what I suffered – the longing that seemed to be                 
tearing my heart out by the roots, the dreadful sense of being alone in an empty                
universe…Shakespeare himself never described this torture; but he counts it, in           
Hamlet, amongst the terrible of all evils of existence. (Redfield Jamison 19) 
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This “dreadful sense of being alone in an empty universe” isn’t only a function of depression; it                 
is, in fact, an existential moment that all humans experience at some point or another in their                 
lives. We would not have Hamlet without suffering. We would not have Greek tragedy or the                
dark Russian composers or Bhutto, a moving form of dance in response to the Japanese dead of                 
WWII, or the whole of the Surrealist movement with its fantastic, terrifying images wrested from               
the dream world without suffering.  
 
Defining Physical Illness and Madness 

 
Mental illness includes manic-depressive illness (bipolar), schizophrenia, multiple-personality        
disorder, depression/melancholia, and a whole host of other disorders. Physical illness includes            
injury and chronic conditions, those that are long term, such as migraines and cancer. Both in                
their own way can unravel the fabric of a seemingly normal life, turning each day into a battle 
against madness or against the stupefying effects of physical pain. 

Mental illness is the third greatest killer of Americans, with cardio-vascular disease and             
all combined cancers first and second, respectively. It costs the country in the billions annually,               
and causes unspeakable suffering for both the patient and for his or her family and friends. Like                 
mental illness, the endurance of physical pain is universal, but interestingly some of what we               
might regard as an ailment only doctors can treat is handled quite differently in other cultures.                
For example, in Malaysia, an ordinary health-related illness that can’t be treated holistically             
through herbs or massage would be treated in a kind of exorcism. According to Dr. Carol                
Laderman, a leading expert on Malaysian shamanism and white magic in her lecture, “Malay              
Inner Winds: Health, Personality, and Drive”: “a suspicion may arise by enemies that the              
sufferer’s problems are due to attacks of hantu, spirits sent by enemies or acting on their own                 
volition..[T]he invocation during a séance not only invites spirits in…it recounts the story of the               
Creation of the universe and of humanity” (2). 

In an anthropological film about the healing powers of music in Vietnam, one shaman              
insists on entering her patient’s suffering, sharing in it, before she continues the ceremony. In               
Mexico, a young man suffering from schizophrenia is physically embraced and held by members              
of his village. They encircle him, thus working in concert to drive out the evil spirits that have                  
certainly taken up residence in his body. While American medicine and psychiatric treatment are              
superior in many regards, such an empathic approach would be unheard of in the West, where                
doctors do their utmost not to become unduly involved in their patients’ suffering. The French               
philosopher and social critic, Michel Foucault, in an elegant and detailed examination of the              
history of madness, Madness and Civilization, points out that it has always been hidden away,               
treated like a bastard child. In certain eras, the medical community has responded to madness               
with violence and torture, in others by over-indulging and treating the 
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patient like a spoiled child. 
A certain degree of physical suffering in life is inevitable. After all, isn’t childbirth the               

first a woman must go through to bring new life into the world? In fact, amongst some artists,                  
suffering is worn as a badge of honor in their quest for creative inspiration. How then do physical                  
and mental illness impact the artist/writer? American poet Robert Lowell, who suffered from             
manic-depressive illness, comments: 

 
I felt personal anguish everywhere. We can’t dodge it, and shouldn’t worry that             
we are uniquely marked and fretted and must somehow keep even-tempered,           
amused and in control. John Berryman (poet and suicide) in his own way keeps              
talking about something evil stalking poets. That’s a bad way to talk, but there’s              
some truth to it. (Redfield Jamison) 

 
How reliable this literature is as a succinct reflection of what’s going on inside the writer                

remains an open question. The experience of suffering is highly personal and subjective, and as               
such, the outsider must simply trust how those who endure it express themselves. 

French novelist Marcel Proust had his first asthma attack as a child and never really went                
on to live an independent, healthy life afterwards. However, his physical limitations heightened             
the acuity of his observations. American essayist and novelist, Joan Didion, suffers from             
debilitating migraines, which she writes about in “In Bed”. It is a gentling ode to her migraines, a                  
final giving over to them as one would to a trying, but necessary relative. Artist Frieda Kahlo                 
provides a powerful visual analogy. She was in a serious trolley accident as a young woman,                
which broke her spine. Her chronic pain was often the subject of her more famous paintings.                
Below is her self-portrait, “Broken Column”. 

Up through the center of her torso and into her neck, she has replaced her spinal column                 
with a Roman column as though her body was, underneath the skin, an object of architecture,                
made by design. Kahlo’s torso is strapped together and then embedded with sharp nails from face                
to breast to stomach, possibly a veiled reference to the nails driven through the hands and feet of                  
Jesus Christ as the ultimate sacrifice to humanity. And truly, there is this quality of sacrifice that                 
Kahlo has made of her body in the creation of her art. Conversely, the nails also resemble                 
acupuncture needles intended to alleviate pain. The viewer’s satisfaction comes from extracting            
whatever seems fitting: crucifixion nails or acupuncture needles. You decide. Such a vivid             
portrait of pain begs the question: if pain can provide a transformative and informative spark of 
creativity, what is the cost of eradicating it? 

A New York Times Magazine article, “The Quest to Forget” by Robin Marantz Henig              
discusses a breakthrough in wiping clean the memory of traumatic events by immediately             
administering propanolol directly afterwards, and thus possibly avoiding Post-Traumatic Stress          
Syndrome and related problems. The author tells of a woman who suffered for months after a                
car-jacking and attempted rape.  
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The answer seems straightforward: if you can ease the suffering by dimming the             
memory of their gruesome experiences, why wouldn’t you? But some bioethicists           
would argue that Kathleen should hold on to her nightmarish memory and work             
through it, using common methods like psychotherapy, cognitive behavior         
therapy, or anti-depressants. (Marantz Henig 34) 

 
The article goes on to mention that certain scientists, like James McGaugh, director of the Center                
for the Neurobiology of Learning and Memory at U.C. Irvine, believe that the more extreme               
memories of pain and suffering should be done away with. He recounts a study done on two                 
different groups who viewed the same slides. One group was told a neutral story, the second a                 
dramatic, painful story. 

Weeks later, the second group recalled the details with far greater accuracy than the              
neutral story group. Thus, he demonstrates through this study that our brains retain the memory               
of a dramatic story or event more than something less remarkable. McGaugh quotes French              
philosopher, Rene Descartes: “The usefulness of all the passions consists in their strengthening             
and prolonging in the soul thoughts which are good for it to conserve…and all the harm they can                  
do consists in their strengthening and conserving…others which ought not to be fixed there”              
(Marantz Henig 36). In other words, while our passions can promote “good thoughts”, they can               
also cause lasting damage. Finally, the article raises an ethical question for which there may be                
no satisfactory answer: “‘Can we numb ourselves to life’s sharpest arrows,’ asks the president’s              
bioethics council, ‘without becoming number to its greatest joys?’” (Marantz Henig 36). In other              
words, does wiping out the memory of traumatic events also mean the good memories are in                
jeopardy? 

For the artist or poet who suffers, for the divine images or paintings she creates from that                 
dark place of the soul, it may well be of vital concern that human memory remains intact,                 
whatever the consequences. In fact, we may entertain the idea of a moral obligation the artist has                 
to endure in order to pass on the struggles and triumphs to subsequent generations. Those who                
create pull from deep within their psyches. They rely upon the emotional recollection of past               
experiences to guide their hands as they work. Ann Sexton, an American poet and feminist who                
suffered from depression until she ended her life in 1974, writes in “The Big Boots of Pain”: 

 
But the other pain 
I would sell my life to avoid 
The pain that begins in the crib 
with its bars or perhaps 
with your first breath 
when the planets drill 
your future into you 
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for better or worse 
as you marry life 
and the love that gets doled out 
or doesn’t. 

 
She suggests that her pain began as a female infant, that when “the planets drill / your future into                   
you / for better or worse / as you marry life”, you don’t have the freedom to make your own                    
choices. In Sexton’s case, the combination of restrictive societal pressures on her as a woman               
and a tendency towards mental illness, which blossomed into full-blown clinical depression and             
drug dependency, was deadly. We are lucky, however, that she and other poets left behind the                
details of their suffering from which we can examine our own lives or simply appreciate the                
poetry. In a recent biography on Sexton, Dr. Orne, her therapist, revealed that he had recorded                
hundreds of hours of sessions with Sexton, who had a faulty memory. He wanted to “inspire and                 
help other troubled people. ‘Her life shows what can be done…how a gifted person who was                
nowhere could, with some help, become an outstanding poet’” (Stanley 1). It was through her               
therapist’s encouragement that she began to write poetry as a way out of her misery. Though she                 
ultimately took her own life, can we honestly ask whether the raw grace of Sexton’s poetry                
didn’t help her cope in some meaningful way. 

Physical illness reminds us of our own mortality. Seeing someone suffer visibly from a              
mental disorder has the same effect. While healthy people may feel a twinge of sympathy, in                
their heads they may well be whispering, “There but for the grace of God go I” or “Glad that’s                   
not me.” People experience an attendant guilt that, perhaps if they had been more careful while                
pregnant or taken a different turn one morning, they would have dodged that tragedy or trauma.                
Scientific researchers have conducted endless studies on the whys and wherefores of mental             
illness, attributing different disorders to brain functions, brain malformation, genetics, family           
dynamics, and environment. We are in an age of drug and cognitive therapy. Gone are the days                 
of imprisoning mental patients, using full water submersion, extreme confinement, and frontal            
lobotomy (the surgical excising of part of the frontal lobes) to treat the illness. Gone are the days                  
of the late 1800s where middle and upper class American white woman with “delicate”              
constitutions were given the Rest Cure, master-minded by Dr. Peter Weir Mitchell, isolated from              
their families, forbidden from any non-supine activity, and required to eat high fat diets.              
Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s “The Yellow Wallpaper”, is a short story about such a woman put on                
the Cure who goes stark raving mad as she imagines another woman trapped in the wallpaper of                 
her room. Without the dramatic telling of this story, modern students would likely not learn               
about this astoundingly cruel – and legal form of therapy for what was then called “female                
hysteria”. Literature opens a window onto the possibilities of human memory as it recalls,              
interprets, and makes sense of illness, and it is in the recalling of that illness or trauma that                  
healing begins. 
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For Shame, You’re Ill 

My decision to go public with my illness was a very conscious one, but it was not                 
driven by the desire for fame. When I first got sick, my illness was so poorly                
understood by the public… which thought of it as The Yuppie Flu, and so              
mishandled by the medical community…that I felt the need to let them all know 
what was really involved. I was driven by the desperate need to communicate. 
 

Writer Floyd Skloot suffers from Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, brought on by a viral infection. It               
targets his brain, which in turn interferes with memory, balance, and sleep. Because it’s not a                
visible illness or injury, like a missing limb or flesh wound, he wrestles with those who                
misunderstand or dismiss the condition as not that serious. Well-meaning people offer him             
ridiculous advice, from eating massive amounts of garlic to smoking cigarettes to “kill the virus”,               
all in an effort to help alleviate his chronic pain. Ultimately though, for a man whose illness has                  
also robbed him of a dream life, there is nothing he can do but write. It is to those writers, those                     
angry enough and enlightened enough to push through their physical challenges whom we owe              
our deepest gratitude.  Laura Battel-Katz, in a letter to The New York Times, 
Writes: 
 

In truth, a vast terrain yawns between what we disabled people need – “to be               
understood” – and what we get: smug advice from healthy people, aggressive            
evangelism about mind-body gymnastics and bland fantastic assertions that         
everything will be fine. 

 
She points out that “sickness denotes wrongheadedness, while recovery and health denotes            
spiritual ‘evolvedness’, ghettoizes those of us who have a heavy enough burden as it is.” So the                 
lines are drawn between the sick and the healthy. At any moment, we can step off that pleasant                  
hayride of well-being and into the muck of illness and injury. The Greeks were big on this notion                  
of hubris, the overstepping of divine law. Perhaps one can view the smugness of the healthy as                 
arrogance in the face of God. The punishments for such hubris were intentionally cruel – after                
all, humans are stubborn, willful creatures filled with self-interest and a habit of being too               
cocksure for their own good. Any neurological disorder or heart attack is like the finger of God                 
reminding us of our humbler place in the universe. 

The shame that surrounds mental illness is often enough to keep it under wraps an entire                
lifetime. Family members are left reeling and resort to using euphemisms or simply denying the               
condition altogether. The guilt alone drives the condition underground, as though it were a              
cocaine addiction or disgusting crime. It brings up all kinds of extreme images. Robert Vivian               
writes in “Doctor Whisper” about a severely disturbed patient: 
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…[H]e ingratiates himself into every conversation, and cannot stop talking… he           
has food stains on his shirt and smells like furniture polish, a living cautionary              
tale of who and what no one wants to become, a mateless old man of ambiguous                
sexuality…  

 
So we track the circular progress of the insane, but at a safe distance, as though getting                 

too close may mean we catch whatever they’ve got. It both compels and repels simultaneously.               
Doctors, writers, poets, artists all struggle to find a language sufficient enough to articulate the               
experience of physical and mental suffering, and though it is like trying to thumb down a ball of                  
mercury, try they must because they owe it to themselves as well as the whole human family.                 
Vivian concludes “Doctor Whisper” with this image of his patient: 
 

He will still communicate something heartbreaking and essential beyond anything          
he says; what it means and why he chose you is something you will not know                
until the day comes when you want to run back into his mouth and it’s closed                
forever, like a gated garden shut off even to the echoes of birds. 

 
The mad, the patients with memory loss disorders, to whatever degree, bring with them              
something from that other world. All of us yearn for some part of the ideal past, so when we read                    
about Dr. Oliver Sacks’ Jimmy in The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat, who remains stuck                  
in 1945 during the salad days of his service in the navy, he serves as a reminder of that part of                     
the submerged self that clings desperately to select memories. Sylvia Plath’s Esther in The Bell               
Jar spirals into her suicidal state, not simply because that is her destiny, but the prospect of losing                  
her creative fire to an oppressive family life proves too much for her. So then study of physical                  
and mental illness as seen through the lens of literature cannot be simply from one perspective. It                 
takes into account culture, gender, family dynamics, and so on. The inquiry, then, resembles that               
of a multi-petaled flower that blooms endlessly inward. 

Artists and writers are as stewards of that boiling pot of creative imagination, making              
possible quick glimpses into the mind and body’s fragility. Each gesture is a courageous risk; it                
may bring them closer to the brink of madness or draw them away from that precipice. They                 
reflect back all that is fearsome, paralyzing, but ultimately liberating in the human condition, all               
that glitters in the sunlight or coils tensile as a viper under the rocks. 
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